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Abstract
In this paper, k-anonymity notion is adopted to be used in wireless sensor networks (WSN) as a security
framework with two levels of privacy. A base level of privacy is provided for the data shared with semitrusted sink and a deeper level of privacy is provided against eavesdroppers. In the proposed method, some
portions of data are encrypted and the rest is generalized. Generalization shortens the size of the data
transmitted in the network causing energy saving at the cost of information loss. On the other hand,
encryption provides anonymization with no information loss and without saving energy. Thus, there is
a tradeoﬀ between information loss and energy saving. In our system, this tradeoﬀ is intelligently managed
by a system parameter, which adjusts the amount of data portions to be encrypted. We use a method based
on bottom up clustering that chooses the data portions to be encrypted among the ones that cause maximum
information loss when generalized. In this way, a high degree of energy saving is realized within the given
limits of information loss. Our analysis shows that the proposed method achieves the desired privacy levels
with low information loss and with considerable energy saving.
Key Words: Anonymity; Wireless Sensor Networks; Data Privacy.

1.

Introduction

Anonymity is deﬁned as a subject being not identiﬁable within a set of subjects [1]. For many years, the
anonymity problem referred to hiding sender and/or receiver identities of messages in data and communication
networks. DC-Net and Mix-net solutions were proposed for this aim [2, 3]. Many other practical anonymity
solutions were presented for ISDN networks [4], web and e-mail applications in the Internet [5, 6], for anonymous
routing [7], and for ad hoc networks [8]. On the other hand, there are few studies about anonymity problem
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in WSNs, mostly based on trying to hide the location or time information of events. The current literature on
anonymity in WSNs is given in Section 6 of this paper.
In the context where the entities have several attributes, such as in databases and data mining, the
problem of privacy poses several challenges that cannot be easily solved by stripping oﬀ identity information,
due to the fact that other data ﬁelds and sources may be jointly used to deduce private information. Suppose
several organizations need to share their electronic information, such as public health or demographic data.
However, they want to protect the privacy of their consumers or personnel during this information-sharing
operation. Simply stripping oﬀ the name or social security number from the data set does not solve the privacy
problem. It is still possible to identify the owner of a record by using this reduced data in conjunction with
other data from various public information sources. This attack technique is called a ’re-identiﬁcation attack’
[9] or ”record linkage attack” [10]. In order to prevent these type of attacks, Samarati and Sweeney proposed
k-anonymity [9]. Basically, k-anonymity brings a speciﬁc restriction to the anonymity problem such that one
subject is speciﬁcally targeted to be hidden among k-1 other subjects. In other words, the attributes that may
help to identify a subject are modiﬁed, via k-anonymization, in such a way that each subject has an anonymity
set having a size of at least k-1. Generally, in privacy problems, the owner of the record or individual having the
attributes in the record is assumed to be the subject of anonymity. k-anonymization of data is performed by
suppression or generalization of some parts. These generalization and suppression operations, however, cause
information loss. Thus, it is important to minimize the amount of loss by minimizing the number of suppression
and generalization operations, while keeping the data k-anonymous. It is shown that achieving optimal kanonymization by minimum number of suppressions is NP-hard even when the alphabet size of attributes equal
to three [11].
k-anonymity tries to solve the privacy preserving data sharing problem based on a trusted data collection
model [10]. In this model, data is collected from data owners by a data publisher. The data publisher releases
the data to a data recipient, who analyzes it to complete a required task. A generic example is that of hospitals
sharing their medical records with medical research institutions. In this example, the data owners are patients,
the data publishers are hospitals, and the data recipients are medical research institutions. Data publishers
collect all the details of patient records, but they are required to share them by obeying some privacy criterion.
Therefore, patients have to fully trust hospitals in completing privacy preserving operations, but they do not
trust the data recipient. Data publishers generally do not know the details of the analysis that is performed
by the data recipient, so they share information as much as possible. In the literature, this problem is called
”privacy preserving data publishing” [10].
As a result of advances in sensor and wireless technology, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have emerged
as an important information gathering system over wide areas. WSNs have been used to perform critical missions
in uncontrolled environments. In some sensor network applications, sensor nodes may deployed over territory
that is not physically protected, and may be required to exchange data without a ﬁxed routing structure,
gather various types of information from uncontrolled areas, and transfer them to the sinks in controlled or
semi-controlled areas. The collected information is not always an aggregated value like average temperature
or humidity; it may also be information about speciﬁc individuals or events, so that the privacy of each event
information becomes important. Moreover, the data gathered in these and other sensor network applications
may contain several attributes for an entity. This could enable the launching of re-identiﬁcation attacks, even
in the case where the identities are withheld. Therefore, in such a situation, a k-anonymity based solution to
provide privacy in WSNs would be more eﬀective.
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One of the major threats in wireless mediums is the eavesdropper threat. During the transmission of
gathered data to the sink or central server, an adversary having eavesdropping capabilities can sniﬀ the network
and obtain event information. Since the sensed area is uncontrolled, the adversary can use his own systems to
collect extra information from the area, combine his knowledge with the sniﬀed event information and thereby
determine attributes of speciﬁc events, such as location and time. In WSN applications of enemy tracing,
habitat monitoring, traﬃc monitoring and human tracking [12], eavesdropping threats have to be dealt with so
that the privacy of data during the transmission is ensured.
The privacy problem is not limited to the threat of eavesdroppers. In some situations, the data shared
with the sink or central server has to fulﬁll some privacy requirements. There may be a threat of sink capture
in some WSN environments, where physical security is not guaranteed. Physical capture of the sink aﬀects the
whole system, since it stores all event information.
In other applications, the sink itself may not be considered by WNS users to be a fully trustable entity.
For example, consider a wireless body area network system where the patient’s health status are centrally
tracked by a central server (i.e. the sink) in the hospital. Users may not want the central server to know
their exact spatio-temporal information unless an emergency occurs. Therefore, privacy of personal information
shared with the sink is also needed. As another example, people using WSN applications, such systems caring
for the elderly or smart home monitoring systems, may need to protect their privacy from the parties with
whom they share personal information.
The trusted data collection model used in privacy preserved data publishing methods [10] does not ﬁt
directly into WSN environment since the data shared entity, or sink, may not be fully trusted and there may be
other un-trusted parties like eavesdroppers. Anonymization must be conducted across multiple trusted entries
so that the compromising a trusted entity does not lead to the loss of all the data of the system. Thus, a new
data collection model for WSN environments must be be adopted.
One of the main design criteria in WSNs is energy consumption, requiring designers of privacy preserved
data collection systems for WSNs to concentrate on reducing energy costs. Studies show that [13], the energy
consumption is heavily dependent on transmission/reception of data packets. Therefore, reducing the size of
event information plays a crucial role in energy conservation.

1.1.

Our contribution

In this study, we propose a framework for the problem of privacy preserved data collection in WSN applications.
Based on the threat model, trusted and un-trusted parties are appropriately chosen among the WSN components
and k-anonymity is adapted to this environment.
As discussed in section 2, our threat model is based on the threat due to untrusted eavesdroppers and semi
trusted sinks. Therefore, the model has two privacy criteria: k1-anonymity for the data received by the semi
trusted sink and k2-anonymity for the data transmitted in the network that can be captured by the untrusted
eavesdropper, where k2 ≥ k1 .
In this paper, the k-Anonymization Clustering Method (k-ACM) is proposed to provide two-layer privacy
in WSNs. Our method minimizes the data loss, while keeping the energy consumption within reasonable
limits and satisfying the privacy requirements of the threat model. k-ACM is based on the unweighted
pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) [14], which is a type of bottom-up clustering method.
All anonymization stages are formalized in the bottom-up clustering schema. We perform an information
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loss calculation, anonymity level measurement and vector distance calculation using the notion of entropy in
information theory.
Our method ﬁrst k1-anonymizes the data to a base level for semi trusted sinks via generalization. Next,
the data is further anonymized against eavesdroppers until the data becomes k2-anonymous with the encryption
and generalization operations. A trivial solution seems to be totally encrypting the k1-anonymized data.
If k2-anonymity is suﬃcient as a privacy requirement for the eavesdroppers and some amount of data loss
can be tolerated by the sink, instead of fully encrypting the k1-anonymous data, this data is k2-anonymized
via encryption and generalization operations. In this study, it is shown that this partial encryption method
considerably decreases the energy consumption by shortening the lengths of messages.
Another contribution of this paper is the presentation of a dynamic taxonomy tree in generalization
operations so that smaller amounts of information loss.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the details of the network and the
threat model of the proposed framework. In Section 3, some basic deﬁnitions and background information
about UPGMA method and generalization operations with static taxonomy trees are provided. In Section 4,
generalization with dynamic taxonomy trees, the information loss metric and the proposed k-anonymization
technique k-ACM are presented. In this section we also analyze the eﬀects of k-ACM on the size of data. In
Section 5, experimental results that show the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method are given and the results are
discussed. Section 6 describes related work in the literature. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

Network and threat model

Wireless sensor networks are generally deployed in open areas. Third parties can determine some attributes of
detected events using their own sensors or by directly observing events. Record linkage attacks may also be
conducted to identify the event owner. Our threat model is based on providing privacy by preventing ”record
linkage attacks” during data collection.
Privacy threats are both due to eavesdroppers and the Sink, thus, our threat model addresses the privacy
requirements of both of these two threat types. In our model, the privacy requirement levels of the system against
the sink and against the eavesdroppers are not the same. We employ a privacy mechanism in which there are
two privacy levels associated with the eavesdroppers and sink: untrusted eavesdroppers and semi-trusted sink.
Untrusted eavesdroppers are assumed to be capable of capturing data, but the system should ensure that
the privacy of the intercepted data is be protected to some extent. In this way, the eavesdroppers can only learn
limited information from the intercepted data.
On the other hand, while the semi-trusted sink is allowed to legally obtain data, this data should also
have a speciﬁc privacy property. However, the privacy protection level of the data that the sink obtains is lower
than that of the eavesdroppers. In this way, the sink can learn more detailed information in comparison to
eavesdroppers, but the detail of the information obtained is still limited.
In our network model, there is one sink and a number of sensor nodes. Some sensor nodes serve as
aggregation nodes, where all anonymization operations on the data takes place. Therefore, our model protects
the event data between aggregation nodes and the sink.
To prevent ”record linkage attack”, k-anonymity can be provided by fusing diﬀerent events. Therefore,
trusted entities at which anonymizations can occur must be determined. Due to threats of WSN environments,
these fuse points must be distributed so that the compromising of one point does not lead to the compromising
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Figure 1. Visualization of network and threat models.

of the entire network data. Also, it is convenient to choose points as close as possible to the sensors. Therefore,
aggregation nodes act as locally trusted parties for the corresponding local sensors. Our anonymization
framework solves the privacy problem for the data travelling from aggregation nodes to sink. In Figure 1,
the basics of the network and threat models are shown. The links between sensor nodes and aggregation nodes
are assumed to be secure. Here, to ensure conﬁdentiality of the traﬃc between sensor nodes and aggregation
nodes, an appropriate key management mechanism [15, 16] should be employed. On the other hand, the links
between aggregation nodes and semi-trusted sink are assumed to be insecure, an issue that is addressed in this
paper.
We assume that our WSN uses widely accepted data-centric routing Protocols, such as SPIN [17] or
directed diﬀusion [18], for ﬁnding appropriate routes from sensors to sink.

3.

Basic deﬁnitions and background

In this section, we ﬁrst explain some basic deﬁnitions that are used in the paper. Some background information
about static taxonomy trees and the UPGMA algorithm are also given.

3.1.

Basic deﬁnitions

Quasi-identiﬁer Attribute: An attribute that is not able to identify a subject by itself, but may help to
identify subject with a combination of similar attributes. The set of all quasi-identiﬁer attributes of table T is
Q.
k -anonymity: Suppose that T (Q) refers to the new table produced by keeping the quasi-identiﬁer attributes
and removing the others from table T . T has the k-anonymity property if and only if each record is
indistinguishable from other k-1 records in T (Q). Generalization and suppression are more common techniques
for making the data k-anonymous.
Anonymity Set: If a subject cannot be discriminated from a set of other subjects, the set is called an anonymity
set of that subject. In k -anonymity, each subject has an anonymity set having at least k -1 elements.
Generalization: The generalization operation replaces the value of a quasi-identiﬁer attribute with a more
general value. For example, a birth date such as ’04.05.1977’ can be replaced by ’1977’ in a generalization
operation. Numerical attribute values may also be generalized to numeric intervals.
Suppression: Deletion of a quasi-identiﬁer attribute of a record or removing the whole record entirely.
For example, assume that a WSN is constructed for traﬃc monitoring. This application collects information about the vehicles passing through various locations of the city. Attributes of the sample data are given
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Table 1. Attributes of sample data.

Attribute Name
Vehicle Type
Time
Location

Attribute Type
categorical
numerical
categorical

Values of Attribute
train, truck, bus, pickup, vans, car
Values between 00:00 and 24:00
Serin Street, Buket Street, Selvi Street, Mimoza Street, Durmaz Street

Table 2. Sample data for a traﬃc monitoring application.

Vehicle Type
car
train
bus
pickup
bus
truck

Time
12:05
13:00
12:50
11:30
12:30
12:20

Location
Buket Street
Selvi Street
Serin Street
Serin Street
Durmaz Street
Selvi Street

in Table 1. A sample set of data is given in Table 2. Suppose that k is chosen as two and the data in Table 2 is
made 2-anonymous. A sample 2-anonymized version of the data using only generalization operations is shown
in Table 3. In this example, the privacy problem is assumed to be the prevention of a record linkage attack and
all attributes are considered to be quasi-identiﬁers. Taxonomy trees for vehicle type and location information
are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively.

3.2.

Taxonomy trees

A taxonomy tree is a tree structure that is created for each categorical quasi-identiﬁer attribute to replace an
existing attribute value with more general one in the k-anonymization process [19, 20, 21]. This replacement
is a generalization operation. Leaves of the tree contain distinct values of attributes and nodes in the higher
levels of the tree contain more general attribute values. During the anonymization, replacement is done with
the values in the higher levels of the tree. There is a root of the taxonomy tree. If the attribute value is
generalized up to this point, then the attribute value has no information. Suppression is considered to be
another operation for anonymization in the literature [20], but in fact it is a generalization operation where
the attribute value is generalized to the root of attribute’s taxonomy tree. Consider a sensor network that
collects location information, such as address information. A possible taxonomy tree for this location attribute
can be constructed as in Figure 3. Suppose that k is chosen as 2 and the location attribute is the quasi-

Table 3. Anonymized version of the sample data.

Vehicle Type
normal sized vehicle
high sized vehicle
bus
normal sized vehicle
bus
high sized vehicle
246

Time
11:30-12:05
12:20-13:00
12:30-12:50
11:30-12:05
12:30-12:50
12:20-13:00

Location
Istasyon Avenue
Selvi Street
Tuzla
Istasyon Avenue
Tuzla
Selvi Street
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Vehicle
Normal
Sized
Vehicle
Vehicle

Car

Vans

High Sized
Vehicle

Pick-up

Bus

Truck

Train

Figure 2. Static taxonomy tree for vehicle type.
Tuzla
.
Istasyon
Avenue
Serin
Street

Buket
Street

Vatan
Avenue
Selvi
Street

Mimoza
Street

Durmaz
Street

Figure 3. Static taxonomy tree for location information.

identiﬁer. If there are two records having the location information ’Buket Street’ and ’Selvi Street’, and if they
are anonymized to a common value, the value of the location attribute is generalized to common ancestor in
the tree, which in this case is actually ’Istasyon Avenue’. The values of the location attribute for two records
are replaced with this more general attribute value. Thus, no one can discriminate these two records from each
other using location information.

3.3.

UPGMA method

UPGMA [14] The unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) is based on the idea of
iteratively joining the two closest clusters until one cluster is left. A suitable distance deﬁnition is required to
measure the distance between any two clusters. All distances between each pair of clusters, which are computed
according to the distance deﬁnition, are stored in a distance matrix at each iteration. At the beginning, each
input vector is considered to be an individual cluster. The closest two clusters are found and combined into
one common cluster. The distance of the newly formed cluster to the other clusters are recalculated and the
distance matrix is updated. This procedure is repeated until one cluster is formed.

4.

Proposed k -anonymization method

In this section, our work in k-ACM is explained. The ﬁrst subsection details the ideas behind the proposed
dynamic taxonomy tree for generalization methods. The second subsection introduces the information loss
metric that is used in selecting the suitable portions for encryption operations and evaluating k-ACM results.
The third subsection presents the proposed algorithm k-ACM. The fourth subsection explains the information
theoretic method used to measure the k-anonymity level of data. The ﬁfth subsection analyzes the eﬀects of
k-ACM on the size of data and gives the formulation for saving energy with k-anonymization.
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Table 4. Anonymized version of the sample data.

Vehicle Type
car-pickup
train-truck
bus
car-pickup
bus
train-truck

Time
11:30-12:05
12:20-13:00
12:30-12:50
11:30-12:05
12:30-12:50
12:20-13:00

Location
Buket Street - Serin Street
Selvi Street
Serin Street - Durmaz Street
Buket Street - Serin Street
Serin Street - Durmaz Street
Selvi Street
Tuzla

.
Istasyon
Avenue
Serin
Street

Vatan
Avenue

Buket Street Selvi Street

Buket Street

Mimoza
Street

Durmaz Street

Selvi Street

Figure 4. A sample node addition in dynamic taxonomy tree.

4.1.

Generalization method with dynamic taxonomy tree

In privacy preserved data collection, the main aim is to share as much as possible with the related parties under
the required privacy criterion. Data collection methods generally use static taxonomy trees. Over-generalization
is a potential problem of using static taxonomy trees in the generalization of categorical attributes. For example,
in the static taxonomy tree given in Figure 3, the generalization of the values ’Buket Street’ and ’Selvi street’
yields the value ’Istasyon Avenue’. However, this causes information loss, since records containing Istasyon
Avenue may also, for example, include ’Serin Street’. To solve this over-generalization problem as much
as possible, we propose using a dynamic taxonomy tree instead of a static one. In the proposed dynamic
taxonomy tree model, the tree is dynamically updated by creating new internal nodes (i.e. attribute values)
during the generalization and in an on-demand manner, depending on the nature of data and the required
generalization. In this method, a new node is generated when the existing parent node has child(ren) other
than the generalized nodes. The newly generated node covers the attribute values of the generalized ones only.
In this way, generalization is performed with minimum information loss. Let us continue with the previous
example. As shown in Figure 4, in our dynamic generalization approach, ’Buket Street’ and ’Selvi Street’ cause
a new categorical value with name ’Buket Street - Selvi Street’ to be generated instead of generalizing to existing
value, ’Istasyon Avenue’. This new value ensures that the attribute is either ’Buket Street’ or ’Selvi Street’, but
not ’Serin Street’.
If we apply the dynamic taxonomy tree method to the sample data given in Table 2, the 2-anonymized
output in Table 4 is obtained. From this anonymized data, the number of vehicles in each street and the total
number of vehicles in each type can be calculated accurately. These calculations cannot be accurately done
from the anonymized data in Table 3.
To perform generalization among any of the attribute values using the proposed dynamic taxonomy tree
concept, a ﬂexible data structure should be employed to represent the attribute values. In our method, a bit
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string is employed as this data structure. If an attribute is categorical, the size of the bit string is equal to the
total number of elements in the set of attribute values. In this structure, each bit corresponds to a distinct
attribute value. To specify which value that attribute has, the corresponding bit of the attribute value is set to
one, while the other bits are zero. Bit strings of original data (i.e. data before generalization) have a single ’1’
bit.
In this data structure, generalizations are implemented by setting the corresponding bits of the attribute
values that will be generalized to ’1’. Therefore, the total number of bits having the value ’1’ increases as
generalizations occur. A bit string with many bits of value ’1’ actually represents an internal node.
For a numerical attribute, the range of the attribute can be divided into intervals in which each interval
has an equal range suitable size. The size of a numerical attribute’s bit string is set to the number of intervals.
Each interval corresponds to a distinct bit and if an attribute belongs to an interval, the corresponding bit of
the interval is set to one in the bit string. The number of intervals can be determined according to the accuracy
requirement for that attribute. A higher accuracy requirement implies a larger number of intervals. Increasing
the number of intervals enlarges the size of the messages, and thus the required transmission energy. Therefore,
a balance between energy and accuracy must be constructed in choosing the number of intervals.
Suppose the input data is a table T having m attributes and n records. Tij represents the j ’th attribute
of the i’th record where {i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and {j : 1 ≤ j ≤ m} . Table T is represented by a set of bit strings B ,
where Bij is the bit string representation of the j ’th attribute of the i’th record. The k ’th bit of Bij is written
as Bij (k). Suppose that j ’th attribute of the table is categorical and there are dj distinct values. These values
are indexed by k and written as Vj (k), where {k : 1 ≤ k ≤ dj } . A bit string of this categorical attribute has a
size of dj and is formed as follows:
If Tij = Vj (k) then Bij (k) = 1 else Bij (k) = 0 as ∀k : 0 ≤ k ≤ dj ,
If an attribute is numerical, the range of the attribute is divided into equal-sized intervals. Assume that
the j ’th attribute is numeric and the attribute range is divided into an ej number of intervals. Each interval is
indexed by k . The bit string representation of this numeric attribute has a size of ej and is formed as follows:
If Tij intersects with k  th interval, then Bij (k) = 1 else Bij (k) = 0 as ∀k : 0 ≤ k ≤ ej
In our proposed model, sensor nodes send their ﬁndings directly to aggregation nodes. Aggregation
nodes convert quasi-identiﬁer attributes of data to bit strings and k-ACM makes them k-anonymous. Through
the k-anonymization process of an attribute, k-ACM uses the notion of dynamic taxonomy trees. During the
formation of a dynamic taxonomy tree, the bit string of the newly created internal node of a dynamic taxonomy
tree is found by the logical OR operation of bit strings of all child nodes.

4.2.

Information loss metric

Calculating the data loss of k-anonymous data is needed to predict the performance of our proposed method
under diﬀerent k-anonymity parameters. In our study, we use the entropy concept of information theory to
measure the information loss [22]. The entropy diﬀerence between the k-anonymous data and the original data
constitutes the information loss. Suppose that T is the input data set having n records and m attributes,
B is the bit string representation of this data set, as discussed in Section 4.1, and C is a random variable
representing the probability of an attribute value in a k-anonymous data entry being the actual attribute value
in the original data. Assume that all the entries of B are normalized according to the number of bits having
a value of ’1’ in that entry (i.e., a ’true bit) and that the normalized version forms the data set B . A sample
249
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Table 5. A sample bit string representation set.

Records
T1
T2

Bi1
00010
01100

Bi2
01000
11100

Bi3
10000
01111

Table 6. A sample normalized version of the bit string representation set.

Records
T1
T2

Bi1
00010
0 12 21 00

Bi2
01000
111
3 3 3 00

Bi3
10000
0 14 41 41 41

data set is shown in Table 5. Here, there are two records, and each record has three attributes. Each attribute
is categorical and has ﬁve distinct attribute values. Table 6 shows the normalized version of the data. During
normalization, each entry is divided by the number of true bits in the corresponding bit string entry.
Information loss of a data table T , IL(T ), is equal to the conditional entropy, H(C | B). Here, the
conditional entropy indicates the uncertainty of the prediction for the original attribute values of a record when
we have knowledge of the corresponding k-anonymous bit strings of that record. The original data has only
one true bit in each bit string, because each original data entry corresponds to one attribute value. However,
in k-anonymous data, each entry may have more than one attribute value and thus each attribute value is
represented by an additional bit. Therefore, if an entry has only one true bit, then it does not have information
loss. In this situation, we can be certain that this true bit is the true bit that comes from the original data.
As the number of true bits increases, the disorder of the data increases, because it becomes harder to predict
which one is the original true bit. Prediction gets harder because information is lost as a result of the increase
in the number of true bits. Conditional entropy, which is used to calculate the disorder of the data, is a good
measurement tool for information loss. Conditional entropy H(C | B), which is equal to the information loss
of table T , IL(T ), can be found as follows:

IL(T ) = H(C | B) =


Bij ∈B

p(Bij )H(C | B = Bij ) = −


Bij ∈B

p(Bij )



p(C = k | Bij ) log p(C = k | Bij )

k∈{1..z}

(1)
In Eq. (1), it is assumed that each attribute is converted to bit strings having size z . This implies that all
categorical attributes have z distinct attribute values and all numerical attributes have z number of interval
ranges. Also, it is assumed that all k ’s, where the equalities of p(C = k | Bij ) = 0 are true, are excluded from
the summation. The random variable C can take on values from the set {1..z} . In fact, B is calculated for
ﬁnding the value of this random variable.
p(C = k | B = Bij ) = B ij (k) for each k : 1 ≤ k ≤ z

(2)

In Eq. (1), it is assumed that each record has an equal probability of being chosen and that each attribute of
the record has the same probability.Therefore, the probability mass function of the j ’th attribute of the i’th
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record, p(Bij ), is calculated as p(Bij ) =

1
m.n

. Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:

IL(T ) = H(C | B) = −


Bij ∈B

1 
B ij (k). log B ij (k)
m.n

(3)

k∈1..z

Suppose that F is the array that contains the number of true bits of the bit string array B . The total number
of true bits in Bij is Fij . The total number of elements in B ij (k) that has the value

1
Fij

is equal to Fij , and

the rest is zero. Therefore, the second summation operation of Eq. (3) yields the value log F1ij . The simplest
equation for the information loss of the data table T , IL(T ), can be calculated as follows:
IL(T ) = H(C | B) = −


Fij ∈F

4.3.

1
1 
1
=
log Fij
log
m.n
Fij
m.n

(4)

Fij ∈F

Clustering algorithm for k -anonymization

k-anonymization produces an output such that the number of any quasi-attribute value set is not less than k .
An optimal method must ﬁnd groups of records possessing this property with minimum data loss. Since this
problem has been shown to be an NP-Hard problem [11, 23], various heuristic methods have been developed to
prevent data loss as much as possible [9, 21].
In this paper, we adapt a bottom-up hierarchical clustering technique to the k-anonymization problem.
The proposed method is called the k-anonym Clustering Method (k-ACM). The clustering algorithm is applied
to the portion of the data containing only quasi-identiﬁer attributes. The basic idea is to partition the data
vectors into clusters, where each cluster has at least k vectors. After clustering, the vectors in one cluster are
anonymized to a common vector. Each cluster forms a representative vector that is actually the k-anonymization
output of all vectors in that cluster. All quasi-identiﬁer attributes of the input data are replaced with the
corresponding attributes of the representative vector. This clustering process ensures that similar vectors are
grouped in clusters so that their anonymization does not cause signiﬁcant data loss.
The run time of k-ACM is found to be O(n2 logn), where n is the number of event records. The details
of the run time derivation is given in Section 7.Section 4.3.1 describes the method of distance calculation and
Section 4.3.2 explains the proposed method. The notation used in these sections is given in Table 7.
4.3.1.

Method of distance calculation

The aim of our method is to minimize information loss, while providing the required level of k -anonymity. At
each iteration of k-ACM, two clusters are combined. Each cluster combination leads to some generalization
operations and therefore to information loss. k-ACM should choose the most suitable cluster pair that creates
the least information loss when combined. To do so, a suitable distance calculation method is required . In
Section 4.2, the notion of conditional entropy is used to calculate the overall information loss of k -anonymized
data. This notion is adapted to calculate the distance between any two clusters as the entropy loss caused by
merging them.
At the hth iteration, the distance between the sth and tt h clusters is deﬁned as Dh [s][t] . Suppose that
the cluster resulting from merging the clusters s and t is represented as cluster u in iteration h + 1 . Cluster
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Table 7. Notation table for section 4.3.

Notation Explanation
ith Aggregation node
Event information collected in the ith aggregation node
Iteration Number
Input data
ith record of input data, T
Array of clusters at the hth iteration
sth cluster in Lh where {s : 0 < s < Lh }
Total number of clusters at the hth iteration
The array of input vectors belonging to cluster Lhs
k th bit string of j th input vector of array Vsh
Number of input vectors of cluster (size of cluster),Lhs
Representative vector of cluster Lhs in bit string
ith bit string of representative vector, Rhs
Number of true bits of bit string, x
Bit string generation function, which gets two bit strings,
x and y and produces the generalization of these strings
Distance matrix at the hth iteration
Distance value between sth and tth cluster at the hth iteration
Information loss occurred during the formation of cluster, Lhu
(Suppose that sth and tth clusters are combined, form the cluster u)

Notation
Ai
Ei
h
T
Ti
Lh
Lhs
|Lh |
Vsh
Vsh [j][k]
|Vsh |
Rhs
Rhs [i]
F (x)
G(x, y)
Dh
Dh [s][t]
Iuh (Iuh = Dh [s][t])

u has |Vsh + Vth | number of elements. The merging operation means that |Vsh | number of input vectors having
a value Rhs and |Vth | number of input vectors having a value Rht is converted to |Vsh + Vth | number of vectors
h
having a value Rh+1
. The value of the conditional entropy before merging is represented as Est
and is computed
u

using Eq. (4) as follows:
h
=
Est

1
m.(|Vsh | +

|Vth |)

|Vsh |





log(F (Rhs [i])) + |Vth |

i∈{1..m}

log(F (Rht [i]))

(5)

i∈{1..m}

Euh+1 is the value of the conditional entropy after merging and is calculated as follows:

Euh+1 =

1
(|V h | + |Vth |)
m.(|Vsh | + |Vth |) s



log(F (Rh+1
u [i])) =

i∈{1..m}

1
m



log(F (Rh+1
u [i]))

(6)

i∈{1..m}

The distance between cluster s and t at iteration h, Dh [s][t] , is:
h
Dh [s][t] = Euh+1 − Est

4.3.2.

(7)

k-ACM method

Our proposed method, k -ACM, starts with an initialization phase in which a new cluster is created for each
input vector. After initialization, the clustering operation begins and is performed in two distinct stages, the
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Function ClusterCombination:
Input: parameter k for anonymization Output:One combined cluster
Find the minimum distance from the distance matrix D h , which is D h [s][t]
Combine the sth and tth clusters and create a new cluster u
Add the elements of sth and tth clusters to the elements of cluster u, size of u is |Vuh+1 | = |Vsh | + |Vth |
h
Find the representative vector of the new cluster, Rh+1
by ORing Rh
u
s and Rt
Remove the sth and tth clusters from array of clusters
Calculate the distance of cluster u to the other clusters, update The distance matrix D h by removing the distance information
of sth , tth clusters and adding the uth cluster
D h+1 = D h and h = h + 1
h1 = h and c1 = |Lh | (h1 is the iteration number reached at the end of the k1-anonymization stage and c1 is the number of
clusters in the array of clusters)
k-ACM (Main Method):
Input: Table T (it is assumed that data has only quasi-identiﬁer attributes), number of records n,
number of attributes m, anonymization parameter k1, anonymization parameter k2 (k2 ≥ k1), output enlargement factor, M
Output:k-anonymized table k-ACM(T )
1. Initialization
h = 1(h is iteration variable) and create array of clusters, L1 , with n initial clusters L1 = {L11 , L12 , ...L1n }
Add record, Ti to the input vector array of cluster, Vi1 , and |Vi1 |, for all i where {i : 0 < i < n}
|L1 | = n and initialize the representative vectors to input vectors, R1i = Ti
Initialize the distance matrix D 1 by computing all distances according to Eq. (7)
2. k1−anonymization
while not for each cluster |Vih | ≥ k1
Function ClusterCombination (k 1)
3. k2−anonymization
while not for each cluster |Vih | ≥ k2
Function ClusterCombination (k 2)
4. Output enlargement for partial encryption
h2
Initialize the set of vectors to be sent to sink, S, by the array of clusters,Lh2
1 ..Lc2 (|S| = c2)
Calculate the maximum number of representative vectors, ϕ that will be sent in the anonymous output: ϕ = c2 + M.(c1 − c2)
while not |S| = ϕ
Select the node, f , with the maximum information loss in S
Find the child nodes, g and h, of node f from intermediate cluster array, modify S by replacement of node f with
nodes g and h
5. Form the output of k-ACM
For each node in S
If cluster represented by the node has size lower than k2, encrypt the representative vector of that cluster and append it
to the output with the cluster size value
Otherwise, append the representative vector of cluster in clear text to the output with the cluster size value

Figure 5. k -ACM Algorithm.

k1 -anonymization and k2 -anonymization stages. The algorithm for k -ACM is given in Figure 5. The notation
used in the algorithm is given in Table 7.
In the k1 -anonymization stage (2nd item in Figure 5), k -ACM forms the clusters in a bottom-up fashion
like UPGMA until each cluster represented has at least k1 records. A sample tree structure of the clusters
obtained at the end of the k1 -anonymization stage is shown in Figure 6. Here, h1 is deﬁned as the number of
iterations needed to complete the k1 -anonymization stage. In this tree structure, each tree node represents a
cluster and the cluster size is the number of records that belong to the corresponding cluster. This tree has c1
h1
root nodes, identiﬁed as Lh1
1 ..Lc1 , and their sizes are at least k1 .

In the k2 -anonymization stage (3rd item in Figure 5), bottom-up clustering starts with the clusters
represented by the root nodes of the k1 -anonymization tree and continues until all the root nodes of the tree
have sizes of at least k2 , where k2 ≥ k1 . A tree structure obtained at the end of the k2 -anonymization stage
is shown in Figure 7. Here, h2 is deﬁned as the number of iterations after which all the root nodes have at
h1
least k2 items and bottom-up clustering is completed. This tree structure has c1 leaf nodes, Lh1
1 ..Lc1 and c2
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1

2

L h1

c1

.........................

L h1

L h1

V h21 >= k 1

V h11 >= k 1

V hc11 >= k 1

.........................
T3

N1

T1

T4

T2

h1:
c1:
N1, N2..Ny :
T1, T2..Tn :

L1h1, L2h1,..Lch11

T5

.........................

T7

T6

Tn

Ny

Tn-2

Tn-1

The iteration number reached at the state where all clusters have at least k1 input vectors
The number of root cluster nodes in which all clusters have at least k1 input vectors
Intermediate cluster nodes formed at the iterations before the h1th iteration
Input records to k1-anonymization
Cluster nodes formed at the end of k1-anonymization stage

:

V 1 , V 2 ,..V c1
h1 h1
h1

N4

N2

:

The number of records belonging to the clusters L1h1, L2h1,..Lch11

Figure 6. A sample tree structure of clusters obtained at the end of the k1 -anonymization stage.

L1h2

L2h2

Vh12 >= k 2

Vh22 >= k 2

Lch22

..........

Vhc22 >= k 2

.........................

L1h1

L2h1

L3h1

L4h1

Vh11 >= k1

Vh21 >= k1

Vh31 >= k1

Vh41 >= k1

h1
h2

L1h1 , L2h1 ,..Lch11
L1h 2 , L2h 2 ,..Lch22

.........................

Lch11
Vhc11 >= k1

Iteration number reached when all clusters have at least k1 input vectors
Iteration number reached when all clusters have at least k2 input vectors
Clusters formed at the end of k1-anonymization stage
Clusters formed at the end of k2-anonymization stage

Figure 7. A sample tree structure of clusters obtained at the end of the k2 -anonymization stage.
h2
root nodes, Lh2
1 ..Lc2 . In each cluster combination operation, the closest clusters are found and a new cluster,
which contains all the vectors belonging to the closest clusters found, is formed. Distance calculations are done
according to Eq. (7). The vector representative of the new cluster is a bitwise OR of the representative vectors

of child nodes. Here, the OR operation acts as a generalization operation and the clusters in higher tree levels
have more generalized representative vectors. A sample case for the cluster combination operation is shown in
hx
Figure 8. Suppose that the closest clusters in the hx iteration are Lhx
1 , L2 and their representative vectors
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R1
: 0111 0110 1000
hx+1

L1hx +1
R1 : 0011 0100 1000
hx

V1
hx

:2

L1hx

V1
hx+1

:3

I 1 + : 0.86/n
hx 1

L2hx

R 2 : 0100 0010 1000
hx

V2
hx

:1

Figure 8. A ample case for forming a new cluster by combining the two closest clusters.
hx
are Rhx
1 , R2 . Assume that representative vectors have three bit strings, each having a length of four bits.
This means there are three quasi-identiﬁers in the data set, of which all are categorical and may have four

distinct values. The new cluster is labelled by Lhx+1
. Its representative vector, Rhx+1
, is obtained by ORing
1
1
hx
Rhx
1 and R2 . Each cluster combination results in information loss due to the increase in the number of true

bits. The cluster sizes, Lhx
and Lhx
are represented as |V1hx | and |V2hx | , respectively. The size of the new
1
2
cluster, |V1hx+1 | , is the summation of the sizes of the child nodes, |V1hx | and |V2hx | . The distance between Lhx
1
hx+1
and Lhx
. Before explaining stage 4 of the k -ACM method in 5, the motivation
2 is stored in the variable, I1

behind output enlargement and partial encryption is given below. As discussed before, information loss is an
important design criterion in k -ACM. Another important criterion is energy savings. Sensor nodes are usually
scattered over an area in which there are no power supplies other than a simple battery. Therefore, increasing
the battery lifetime is desired in almost all WSN applications. A sensor node consumes energy for diﬀerent
processes like event sensing, CPU processing, or transmitting/receiving data packets. Although the encryption
process requires a considerable amount of CPU processing, recent studies [13] show that energy consumption
rates for transmission/reception is over three orders of magnitude greater than the energy consumption rates
for encryption. Since each sensor node acts as a router for the messages of other nodes and one message travels
over many hops in the network, saving energy in transmission/reception operations becomes a crucial design
criterion. These facts motivate WSN designers to shorten the length of the packets.
In fact, there is a tradeoﬀ between information loss and energy consumption. We analyze this tradeoﬀ
for two extreme cases of the k -ACM method.
1. Make the data k2 -anonymous via generalization operations at aggregation points and send it to the semitrusted sink. This case corresponds to the case where the data computed at the end of stage 3 of Figure
5 are sent to the sink.
2. Make the data k1 -anonymous with generalization operations, encrypt all this anonymous data by a shared
key with the semi-trusted sink and send it to the sink. This case corresponds to the case where the data
obtained at the end of stage 2 are entirely encrypted.
Both cases fulﬁll the requirements of our threat model. In the ﬁrst case, in which only generalization is
performed, the length of the data is minimized and the number of encryptions is zeroed. In this way, energy
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consumption is also minimized. However, due to the generalization operations, information loss is maximized
in this case. In the second extreme case, since only encryption is performed, the length of the data transmitted
is maximized, yielding maximum energy consumption. However, since the encrypted data will be decrypted at
sink, there is no extra information loss in this case.
To cope with the trade-oﬀ between energy consumption and information loss more eﬃciently, we introduce an intelligent partial encryption alternative in k -ACM. In k -ACM, there is an allowance for encryption
operations in the k2 -anonymization stage. Basically, k -ACM uses this allowance for the portions of data that
have a high potential for information loss when generalization is applied.
k -ACM can eﬀectively ﬁnd the appropriate data entries for encryption operations (Stage 4 of the k -ACM
method in Figure 5) as described below. It ﬁrst k2 -anonymizes the data (Stage 3 of the k -ACM algorithm) as
depicted in the tree structure of Figure 7. Let us deﬁne the set S as the set of all representative vectors to be
h2
sent to the sink. Initially the set S contains c2 nodes, which are the root nodes of the tree, Lh2
1 ..Lc2 . All of
these nodes are k2 -anonymized. If no encryptions are allowed, the initial content of S is sent to the sink that
causes maximum information loss, as discussed above. To reduce information loss, the encrypted versions of
the representative vectors with k -anonymization levels less than k2 can be sent to sink. This process requires
moving down the tree in Figure 7. In other words, some nodes in S are replaced by their children. This is
done in an iterative manner until a certain limit is reached. At each iteration, k -ACM chooses the element of
S with the highest information loss and replaces it with its child nodes. This replacement increases the size of
data sent to sink by one vector, but the quality of data is also increased, since we have now discarded some
generalization operations by moving down the tree.

An example is depicted in Figure 9. Assume that the node, Lh2
a , has the maximum information loss and
the nodes, Lh2−1
, Lh2−1
are its child nodes. Lh2
cx
cy
a is replaced by its child nodes and the set S is now composed
h2−1
, Lh2−1
..Lh2
of the nodes, Lh2
1 ..Lcx
cy
c2 . With this replacement, we can eliminate the information loss that has

andLh2−1
. Therefore, the quality of the data represented by the new
occurred after merging the nodes Lh2−1
cx
cy
and Lh2−1
must be
set S is greater than before. However, the length of S is increased by one, and Lh2−1
cx
cy
encrypted since they are not k2 -anonymized.
In the 4th stage of the k -ACM algorithm given in Figure 5, the number of replacements is adjusted by
a predetermined threshold value, an output enlargement factor, M , where 0 ≤ M ≤ 1 . This value determines
the maximum size of S , which is c2 + M (c1 − c2) vectors. The replacement continues until the size of S reaches
this value.
At the end of the replacement process, the vectors of the nodes in S are transmitted to the sink along
with the node sizes (Stage 5 of k -ACM). Before transmission, representative vectors of nodes having anonymity
levels less than k2 are encrypted to make the data k2 -anonymous for eavesdroppers. The other vectors, which
are actually k2 -anonymous, are sent in cleartext.
In k -ACM, M determines the tradeoﬀ between information loss and energy savings. If M is zero, then
c2 k2 -anonymized data entries are sent to the sink and none of them are encrypted. This corresponds to the
ﬁrst extreme case explained above. However, if M is one, then the output includes c1 vectors and all of them
are encrypted. This corresponds to the second extreme case discussed above. In general, large M values mean
greater output size and higher data quality at the cost of greater energy consumption for both communication
and encryption. Small M values mean smaller output size and less quality data with the beneﬁt of less energy
consumption. The analysis of this tradeoﬀ is given in Section 5.
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L1h2

Lah2

...

....

L2h1

Vh11 >= k1

Vh21 >= k1

Vhc22 >= k 2

Vha2 >= k 2

Vh12 >= k 2

L1h1

Lch22

...

L

cy

cx

L

h 2 −1

h 2−1

...

Lch11−1

..............................

Vhc11−1 >= k1

Lch11
Vhc11 >= k1

Figure 9. Selection of data entries for encryption.

4.3.3.

Network-wide operation of k -ACM

In our network model, there are many aggregation nodes that obtain local event data from regular sensor nodes
and forward them to the sink after applying k-ACM to the data. Therefore, the k-ACM algorithm runs at each
aggregation node in parallel.
Pseudo-code that shows the network-wide operation of k-ACM in a parallel manner is shown in Figure
10.
For each aggregation node in parallel
while time period is not exceeded or buﬀer of node is not full
Collect and accumulate local event information from sensors
Run k-ACM
Send the output of k-ACM to the sink
Figure 10. Network-wide operation of the k -ACM algorithm in a parallel manner.

4.3.4.

Anonymity measurement

k -anonymity guarantees a certain level of anonymity because it ensures that each subject cannot be diﬀerentiated from among the other k − 1 subjects. In this section, we quantify the amount of anonymity provided by
k -ACM.
Suppose that A and B are sets of records from the original data and k -anonymous data, respectively.
Conditional entropy, H(A | B), is used as an anonymity measurement method. H(A | B) gives the uncertainty
level of prediction for the record in A when the corresponding anonymous version of the record in B is known.
Here, more uncertainty means a higher anonymity level. The amount of anonymity, Q , is calculated as follows:
Q = H(A | B) =


b∈B

p(b).H(A | B = b) = −


b∈B

p(b).



p(a | b). log p(a | b)

(8)

a∈A

where p(b) is the probability mass function of B , and p(a | b) is the conditional probability of a value of A, a,
given a value of B , b . The lower bound for Q corresponds to the case where the data is exactly k -Anonymous.
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In other words, suppose that the anonymous data has n records and that each record has exactly the same set
of quasi-identiﬁer records as k − 1 other subjects. In this situation, for each record b , p(b) is 1/n. p(a | b) is
1/k for k records and 0 for the other n − k records. By evaluating Eq. (8) with these values, we can calculate
the minimum anonymity level of k -anonymous data, which is denoted as Qmin , as follows:
Qmin = logk

(9)

However, the purpose of k -ACM is not to form clusters having exactly k elements, but to increase the quality
of data as much as possible under the criterion that each cluster must have at least k elements. Therefore, the
number of clusters produced by k -ACM is generally less than n/k and the number of elements in each cluster
is greater than or equal to k . Suppose that CF is the ﬁnal set of clusters, CFi is the ith cluster and s(CFi )
represents the number of elements in cluster CFi . Q is computed as follows:
Q=−


i ∈C
CF
F

1
1
. log
i
s(CF )
s(CFi )

(10)

The uncertainty takes on the lowest value when each cluster has exactly k elements. However, the uncertainty
increases when clusters have diﬀerent number of elements and number of clusters decreases. Therefore, the
inequality Q ≥ Qmin holds for every possible output of k -ACM.
4.3.5.

k -anonymization output size and energy saving

In our study, k -anonymization is considered as a privacy mechanism; however, k -anonymization shortens
the length of the event messages as well. In this way, energy consumption is reduced. In other words, k anonymization makes the quasi-identiﬁer ﬁelds of k or more records identical. It is not needed to resend these
identical parts repeatedly. These parts must be sent to the sink just once along with the number of occurrences.
With this reduction technique, the data is shortened while information about the individual events is conserved.
In section 4.3, it is shown that the k -ACM output is composed of representative vectors of clusters and
their sizes. The number of representative vectors is determined by the value of c2 + M (c1 − c2), where M is
the predetermined threshold value, i.e. the output enlargement factor. This variable can take values from zero
to one. As a result, the range for the number of vectors is [c2, c1] . Assume that in the data there are n records,
m categorical attributes, and each attribute has p distinct attribute values. k1 , k2 are the parameters of the
k -anonymization. The size of the clusters cannot exceed 2k2 , therefore cluster size can be represented in the
output with at most log(2k2 )bits. The total length of all representative vectors of clusters and their cluster
sizes can be at most (c2 +M (c1 −c2 )).(mp+log(2k2 )). Originally, the size of the data is mn log p. The decrease
ratio, D , is described as the ratio of diﬀerence of input and output size to the input size in a k -anonymization
operation. D is computed for the overall k -ACM output as follows:
D=

mn log(p) − (c2 + M (c1 − c2)).(mp + log(2k2 ))
mn log(p)

(11)

The decrease ratio directly aﬀects the energy consumption by saving certain amount of energy due to the reduced
length of data transferred to the sink. The energy saving metric, CG , is deﬁned as a ratio of the amount of
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energy saved due to k -anonymization. Using the decrease ratio, D , the energy savings, CG , is calculated as
follows:
2.5hsregion + 2.5(1 − D)hregion + 8.58 10−4 β
(12)
CG = 1 −
2.5(hsregion + hregion )
where hsregion is the expected number of hops an event message travels from a sensor node to the aggregation
node; hregion is the expected number of hops from aggregation points to the sink; D is the decrease ratio; and
β is the number of encrypted entries M (c1 − c2). Derivations for hsregion , hregion and CG are given in detail
in Section 7 of the Appendix.
To calculate the energy savings after the k1 -anonymization stage of the k -ACM algorithm, the decrease
ratio at this stage, Dk1−anonymization , must be calculated. For this calculation Eq. (11) needs to be revised.
The number of representative vectors at this stage is c1 and the cluster size occupies a bit length of log(2k1 ).
Dk1−anonymization is found as follows:
Dk1−anonymization =

mn log(p) − c1.(mp + log(2k1 ))
mn log(p)

(13)

If the value of D in Eq. (12) is replaced with Dk1−anonymization , then the energy savings that is guaranteed at
the end of the k1 -anonymization stage can be calculated. The decrease ratio in the k2 -anonymization stage is
calculated as follows:
Dk2−anonymization =

c1.(mp + log(2k1 )) − (c2 + m(c1 − c2)).(mp + log(2k2 ))
c1.(mp + log(2k1 ))

(14)

The energy savings in this stage can be calculated by Eq. (12), where D is in fact Dk2−anonymization .
Compression is a good additional mechanism to reduce energy by decreasing length of the messages during
data transmission and reception. It can be applied to both anonymized and non-anonymized data. To show
the relative beneﬁt on energy consumption of our k-anonymity framework, we have not applied compression.
However, WSN owners may also use compression at the outputs of our framework to further reduce energy
consumption.

5.

Performance evaluation

In this part, the trade-oﬀ between information loss and energy savings is investigated by applying k -ACM to
synthetic data for diﬀerent k1 and k2 values. A data record has ﬁve categorical attributes. Each attribute is
considered to be a quasi-identiﬁer having four distinct values. Synthetic data are generated randomly using the
uniform distribution.
In Section 5.1, the performance of the k1 -anonymization stage is evaluated. Information loss in the
data shared with the semi trusted sink is especially an important evaluation criterion in this stage. Section 5.2
focuses on the performance of k -ACM in the k2 -anonymization stage.

5.1.

Performance evaluation of k 1-anonymization stage

We analyze the performance of the k1 -anonymization stage using information loss, anonymity level and energy
saving metrics. In this way, the performance of the bottom-up clustering method as a general k -anonymity
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Table 8. Experimental results of data set with 500 records for the k1 -anonymous stage.
k1 value
3
4
5
8

Required Anonymity Level
1.58
2
2.32
3

Anonymity Level
2.11
2.25
2.82
3.41

Information Loss
0.54
0.47
0.77
0.93

Energy Saving
0.27
0.34
0.52
0.65

solution is investigated. Table 8 gives the performance values for a data set with 500 records. The column
named ’Required Anonymity Level’ gives the minimum anonymity score of the k1-anonymous data according
to Eq. (9). This anonymity score is obtained if all clusters have exactly k1 elements at the end of k -ACM.
However, the primary focus of our algorithm is making data at least k1 -anonymous with minimum information
loss. Therefore, the number of elements in the clusters may exceed k1 . Due to this fact, the actual anonymity
level of each case, which is shown in the column labelled ’Anonymity Level’, is generally greater than the
corresponding ’required anonymity level’ value. The ’Information Loss’ column gives the information loss of
the k1 -anonymity operation by using the conditional entropy of Eq. (4). The last column of Table 8, ’Energy
Saving’, gives the energy savings of k-ACM in the k1 -anonymization stage within the energy consumption of
the entire WSN due to the reformatting operation proposed in algorithm. In this reformatting operation, the
iterated parts of the k -anonymous data are sent once along with the number of occurrences of these iterated parts
in the data. In this way, the length of messages decreases. Energy savings at the end of the k1 -anonymization
stage is calculated using Eq. (12) and Eq. (13). In our analysis, we take the size of the WSN ﬁeld as 500m x
500m, The size of each sub-region as 50m x 50m, and the transmission range, R , as 10 m. As expected, the
information loss increases as the anonymity level increases. The information loss of 3-anonymous data is 0.54
and the whole system energy savings ratio is 0.27. 5-anonymous data provide an optimal solution, such that
the information loss value, 0.77, is tolerable and the energy savings, 0.52, is quite high. For 8-anonymous data,
the energy saving is very high (0.65), however, information loss is also high (0.93), making the data quality low.
In Figure 11, the eﬀect of change in the number of records on the information loss is analyzed for various
k1 values. For a given k1 value, the information loss in general decreases as the number of records increases.
The main reason behind this decrease is that As the number of records increase, the data naturally becomes
k1 -anonymous and fewer generalizations are performed. However, in a few cases (e.g. transition from 500 to
600 records for k1 = 8 ), the information loss increases. Such exceptions are due to the nature of the clustering
mechanism. The clustering mechanism may occasionally cause a higher average number of data records per
cluster as the number of records increases. This, in turn, may cause a slight increase in information loss in some
cases.
In the above experiments, we use data which are generated randomly using a uniform distribution. However, we also performed experiments using data which are generated by some non-uniform irregular distributions.
In terms of information loss, the results for data with non-uniform distributions are better than the ones with
uniform distribution in these experiments. If the data are produced by non-uniform distributions, some input
vectors are closer to each other. Information loss for those vectors is lower at the end of the anonymization
process. In other words, uniformly distributed data yields the worst case in terms of performance for our method
in Table 8 and Figure 11. For simplicity and clarity, we do not present the experimental results obtained using
non-uniformly distributed data.
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Information Loss vs Number of Records for Different k1 Values
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Figure 11. Information loss versus record number for diﬀerent k1 values

5.2.

Performance evaluation of k 2-anonymization stage

The k2 -anonymization stage starts with the k1 -anonymous data obtained from the previous stage. The output
enlargement factor, M , adjusts the length of the output that is obtained at the end of the k2 -anonymization
stage. As M increases, the size of the output, and, consequently, the number of encrypted data entries,
increases as described in Section 4.3.2. This increase yields a more accurate output and decreases the amount
of information loss.
Table 9, shows experimental results for a data set having 500 records, where k1 = 4 and k2 = 16 . The
ﬁrst column lists the value of the output enlargement factor, M , that is pre-determined for the corresponding
experiment. The second column shows the anonymity level that the output provides and is computed according
to Eq. (10). This anonymity level is obtained after the encrypted parts are decrypted at the sink. The third
column gives the information loss incurred in k2 -anonymization stage alone, and is the diﬀerence between the
information loss incurred at the end of the k2 -anonymization stage and at the end of k1 -anonymization stage.
Eq. (4) is used to compute information losses. The energy savings of the k2 -anonymization stage are given in
the fourth column. The decrease ratio of this stage is calculated with Eq. (14) and the energy savings is found
with Eq. (12). The energy saving indicates the Amount of energy saved in comparison to the extreme case
where all k1 -anonymous data are encrypted. The last row shows this extreme case. Here, for maximum output
length, M = 1 , and all the data are encrypted. Therefore, the information loss and energy savings are zero.
The ﬁrst row shows the other extreme case, in which the data are k2 -anonymized using only generalizations
without any encryption. The anonymity level of 4.88 indicates that the data received at the sink are already
16-anonymous, which is more than suﬃcient. In this case, the quality of data is very low, but the energy
savings has a maximum value of 0.76. When M is increased to 0.25, some of the data entries are encrypted.
The anonymity level of decrypted data at the sink decreases to 3.72 and the energy saving decreases to 0.54.
The information loss and energy saving trade-oﬀ can easily observed in Table 9. As the information
loss decreases, the energy savings also decreases. A WSN designer can decide on the value of M according
to the experimental results for information loss and energy savings, along with the system parameters and
requirements. If the system can tolerate more information loss, it is possible to save considerable amount of
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Table 9. Experimental results of data set with 500 records for the k2 -anonymization part.
Output Enlargement Ratio
0.0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

1

Anonymity Level
4.88
3.72
3.07
2.67
2.25

Energy Saving
0.76
0.57
0.38
0.19
0.00

Information Loss of Output Englargement Factor at k2 stage
k1=4, k2=16
k1=4, k2=12
k1=4, k2=10
k1=4, k2=8

0.9
0.8
Information Loss

Information Loss
0.95
0.54
0.29
0.13
0.00

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

0.1
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0.9

Figure 12. Output enlargement factor vs. information loss in the k2 -anonymization stage.

energy. If energy consumption is not an important issue in the WSN, the quality of data can be easily increased.
The information loss at the k2 -anonymization stage is analyzed in Figure 12 using diﬀerent M values and
diﬀerent k1 , k2 pairs for 500 records. As expected, an increase in M decreases the data loss.Moreover, high k2
values cause greater information loss in comparison to low k2 values. However, this diﬀerence becomes marginal
as M increases. Figure 12 also shows that especially for high k2 values, k -ACM reduces the information loss
quickly for small M values.
Figure 13 shows the variation of energy savings with respect to the output enlargement factor for various
(k1, k2) pairs. As expected, higher M values result in lower energy savings. For the information loss case shown
in Figure 12, high k2 values yield more energy savings, but this advantage becomes marginal as M increases.
However, contrary to the information loss decrease shown in Figure 12, the decrease in energy savings is linear.
The purpose of k -ACM is the maximization of energy savings and minimization of information loss.
This tradeoﬀ is managed via M . To do a better analysis of this tradeoﬀ in the k2 -anonymization stage, we
analyze the ratio of energy savings to the information loss (ES/IL) for networks with diﬀerent k1 and k2
values. These results are depicted in Figure 14. A higher ES/IL ratio shows the eﬀectiveness of the output
enlargement factor at this stage. It is observed that the ES/IL ratio constantly increases as M increases.
This fact constitutes another veriﬁcation of the eﬀectiveness of the k -ACM algorithm. Although ES/IL has
a constant increasing pattern, this does not mean that the highest (i.e. 1.0) M value must be chosen all the
time, since such a high M does not help to save a considerable amount of energy, as shown in Figure 13. In
fact, network administrators should choose the largest M value that yields the desired information loss and/or
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1.8

Effect of Parameter k2 and M to the Energy Saving/Information Loss at k2 stage
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Figure 13. Output enlargement factor vs. energy savings in the k2 -anonymization stage.
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Figure 14. Energy saving/information loss for diﬀerent M values at the k2 -anonymization stage

energy saving values. In this way, the tradeoﬀ between information loss and energy savings can be dynamically
managed by playing with M . For example, consider a network with k1 = 4 and k2 = 10 . If the maximum
information loss this network can tolerate is 0.40, then Figure 12 suggests to use M = 0.3 . In this situation,
the network provides the required anonymity levels by saving 47% energy, as shown in Figure 13. However, if
for the same network, the limitation is to save at least 60% of energy, then M is chosen as 0.10. In this case,
the information loss becomes 0.59 for the same anonymity levels.

6.

Related Work

Anonymity solutions in the literature are mainly based on two theoretical studies: DC-Nets and mixes [2, 3]. The
basic idea behind DC-Nets is to anonymously broadcast a message to ensure receiver anonymity. If the message
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is intended to be sent to a speciﬁc destination, DC-Nets use secret and public key cryptography. However, DCNets only address the problem of recipient anonymity; sender anonymity is not considered. Performing secret
key and public key distribution can also be diﬃcult and ineﬃcient in large networks . Mixes is an important
idea for providing sender-recipient anonymity. In mixes solutions, nodes iteratively encrypt the message at each
hop and relay the entire message to the next hop. No eavesdropper will be able to deduce the destination and
source information from the content of the message. The mixes concept is used in practical applications, such
as ISDN networks [4], e-mail and web applications [5, 6].
Mobile ad hoc networks beneﬁt from anonymous routing protocols in providing sender-receiver anonymity
[7, 8] by adapting Mix-net ideas. Since every node behaves as a router in these networks, the exchange of routing
information comprises a considerably important amount of the legitimate traﬃc. Malicious users can deduce
the sender and receiver of a message from the routing messages.
To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies about the anonymity problem in WSNs, most of which
attempt to hide information about the location or time of events. Gruteser, et. al. [24, 25] proposed anonymity
solutions for providing a high degree of privacy in sensor networks for location-based services, such as traﬃc
monitoring, ﬂeet management and ’pay as you drive’ insurance. They claim that adversarial eavesdropping on
event messages can identify a speciﬁc individual by linking the event location information with apriori knowledge
about the event. In this study, however, the location and time information of events are cloaked so that such
an outsider cannot diﬀerentiate any individual from among the other k diﬀerent individuals.
Ozturk et al. [26] proposed a phantom routing method for hiding location information of originator sensor
nodes in a sensor network geared towards tracking moving objects. The threat model is based on the existence
of only one movable adversary node in the environment. The adversary tries to reach a moving target object by
eavesdropping on the traﬃc and ﬁnding the previous hop of routing messages. The routing algorithm proposed
aims to make such catching operations diﬃcult by hiding the location of sensor nodes.
Privacy protection of the location of a receiver in a WSN is provided by a routing protocol in [27].
The proposed routing protocol prevents the eavesdropper from identifying the receiver by tracing the wireless
packets. It randomizes the routing paths and injects fake packets in order to mislead eavesdroppers. Wadaa
et al. [28] studied providing anonymity of the coordinate system, cluster and routing structures during the
network setup of a WSN. Castelluccia et al. [29] proposed a homomorphic encryption method that securely
aggregates sensor ﬁndings in an energy eﬃcient way. This work deals with the aggregation functions, which
compute the average or variance of sensor ﬁndings. Protection of location privacy is guaranteed by k-anonymity
in location-based services that are given on mobile networks [30]. In this work, each mobile client speciﬁes a
minimum level of anonymity, and maximum temporal and spatial tolerances. The proposed methods try to
provide the needed anonymity level within these quality of service parameters.
Privacy issues are becoming more and more important for data mining applications in which organizations
share information with each other. Privacy preserving methods in data mining applications are explored in some
database studies [31, 32]. These studies use perturbation methods on conﬁdential parts of data. In this way,
the adversary can obtain only perturbed data that has diﬀerent distribution characteristics. Perturbation is
done so that the application of data mining techniques to perturbed data will result the same accurate mining
results. Generally, the organization who shares its data does not know the details of the analysis or data mining
tasks which will be performed by data recipient party. This may be because the organization lacks technical
expertise in the corresponding analysis methods or does not even know what type of analysis will be done on
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shared data by the data recipient. Therefore, privacy preserved data mining techniques cannot be used in these
situations. Without detailed consideration of analysis methods, the data publisher shares information as much
as possible, a situation which is known as privacy preserving data publishing [10].
Re-identiﬁcation attacks identify individuals by linking information from various information sources
[9]. To prevent this type of attack, this study presents a new anonymity approach, k -anonymity. In [33] and
[34], k-anonymity is presented as a formal protection model. Sweeney [20], provides a formal presentation of
combining generalization and suppression to achieve k-anonymity. This study uses generalization hierarchies
during the generalization and suppression operations. Domain generalization hierarchies are introduced for
categorical attributes and value generalization hierarchies are introduced for numeric attributes. Meyerson and
Williams [11] showed that k -anonymization with a minimum number of suppressions is NP-hard. Aggarwal et
al. showed that the problem of k -anonymization is NP-hard even when the attribute values are ternary [23].
Some approximation algorithms are proposed for this problem in [11] and [35]. Greedy heuristic algorithms are
introduced in [19] and [21] to produce k -anonymous data while preserving the property of building decision
tree classiﬁers. Therefore, privacy of data is guaranteed and can be used for classiﬁcation purposes.
k-anonymity solutions solve the prevention of ”record linkage attacks” in which the owner of a record
is found through quasi-identiﬁer attributes. However, it is shown that without ﬁnding the exact owner of a
record, if a sensitive attribute exists in the record, such as the health status of a patient in a hospital database,
it may be possible to identify the sensitive attribute of an individual under some circumstances by an ”attribute
linkage attack” [10]. k-Anonymity is extended by l -diversity, p-sensitivity and t -closeness notions to prevent
such attribute linkage attacks [36, 37, 38]. Our study aims to prevent ”record linkage attacks”.
Studies about k-Anonymity and their extensions consider that the collected data is static. However, if
the data is dynamic, in other words, if new records are inserted or existing records are deleted or modiﬁed as
time passes, these solutions may show weaknesses. In applications that process dynamic data, anonymization
has to be done in each of the many successive rounds. However, an attacker can deduce private information or
ﬁnd the owner of record by analyzing anonymization results of successive rounds. These anonymity solutions
are extended to eliminate these weaknesses for dynamic sets in [39, 40, 41]. Byun et al. [39] studied data sets
that are dynamically updated by record insertion . Xiao and Tao [40] extended this work by also including
record deletion operations. Li and Zhou [41], studied record modiﬁcations with record deletion and insertion
operations . WSNs collect dynamic data. In each collection period, record insertions are performed by sensor
nodes. Our study does not address anonymity issues related to dynamic properties of WSN data collection.
However, this challenging problem may be addressed by another dedicated study, building upon our proposed
framework.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a k -anonymization clustering method (k -ACM) that provides a k -anonymity
framework for WSNs. Our threat model implies two levels of k -anonymity: 1) against the semi trusted sink, and
2) against eavesdroppers. Our threat model assumes the sink is a semi trusted entity, so that the data received
by the sink must be at least k1 -anonymous. To protect the data against eavesdroppers, data transmitted
through the network must be at least k2 -anonymous. Since the minimum protection against eavesdroppers
must be greater than the minimum protection against the semi trusted sink, k2 is greater than k1 . WSN
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designers can decide on the values of k1 and k2 by considering the security threats of the environment and
application requirements. For example, military WSN applications can use higher k1 and k2 values during
times of in war, and lower values during times of peace. If the possibility of an eavesdropper threat is high and
the security of the sink is provided, then the WSN designers can choose higher k2 and lower k1 values.
In k -ACM, there is a tradeoﬀ between data quality (in terms of information loss) received at the sink
and energy consumption. The quality of data is reduced by generalization, since that operation irreversibly
perturbs the data, thereby causing information loss.
k -ACM ﬁrst makes the data k1 -anonymous by applying generalization operations and continues to implement k2 -anonymization via generalization and encryption operations. The output size of the k2 -anonymization
stage can be adjusted by a pre-determined threshold value, or output enlargement factor. As this ratio increases,
the size of the output gets larger and more encryption operations are performed. During this enlargement, k ACM selects the most suitable portions of the data for encryption to minimize information loss as much as
possible. An increase of the output enlargement factor causes an increase in the energy consumption in the
WSN. On the other hand, the quality of data received at the sink improves since the data is not greatly perturbed. If the ratio decreases, the quality of data also decreases, but the system consumes a considerably smaller
amount of energy. In fact, k -ACM provides a mechanism for WSN designers to balance between information
loss and energy cost by using the output enlargement factor. Our analyses show that the energy savings per
information loss value constantly increases as the output enlargement factor increases. This implies that WSN
designers should pick the maximum output enlargement factor that the information loss and/or energy saving
restrictions of the WSN dictate. For example, our analysis shows that for a sink that is to receive 4-anonymous
data (i.e. k1 = 4 ) and 12-anonymous data, which are required against eavesdroppers (i.e. k2 = 12 ), if the
network can tolerate an information loss of entropy value 0.37, then WSN designers can pick an output enlargement factor of 0.4, resulting in an energy savings of 43% energy while also providing the required anonymity
levels.
k -anonymization of data is performed by an algorithm that is based on UPGMA, a well-known bottomup hierarchical clustering mechanism. The notion of conditional entropy from information theory is adapted
for use as a distance function, which calculates the information loss during each clustering process. The same
notion is also used for calculating the anonymity level of k -anonymous data and for evaluating the results of
experiments in terms of information loss. Additionally, this paper introduces a dynamic taxonomy tree concept
for the generalization operation.
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Appendix
Analytical derivation of energy saving with k -ACM
Suppose the WSN ﬁeld has a size of Xregion .Yregion . Aggregation nodes are uniformly deployed in this area.
The sink is located at the middle of the region, so the coordinates of the sink are (Xregion /2, Yregion /2). Assume
that aggregation nodes divide the entire region into sub-regions, each having a size of (Xsregion , Ysregion ). Each
aggregation node is located in the middle of the corresponding sub-region. The sensor nodes are also uniformly
distributed in each sub-region. The expected distance of a sensor node to an aggregation node, dsregion , in a
sub-region is calculated as follows:


Xsregion



Ysregion

dsregion =
x=0


(x − (Xsregion /2))2 + (y − (Ysregion /2))2 f(x)f(y)dxdy

(15)

y=0

Here f(x) and f(y) are the probability distribution functions of the sensor coordinates. Since sensor nodes
are uniformly distributed in the sub-region, they are chosen as f(x) = 1/Xsregion and f(y) = 1/Ysregion . The
expected number of hops an event message travels from a sensor node to the aggregation node is:
hsregion = dsregion /R

(16)

From the sensor node to the aggregation node, an event message travels hsregion hops, which is calculated as
follows:



Xsregion



Ysregion



dsregion =
x=0

y=0

(x − (Xsregion /2))2 + (y − (Ysregion /2))2
dxdy
Xsregion Ysregion R

(17)

The number of hops between aggregation node and sink, hregion , is calculated as follows:


Xregion



Yregion

dregion =
x=0

y=0



(x − (Xregion /2))2 + (y − (Yregion /2))2
dxdy
Xregion Yregion R

(18)
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Table 10. Energy consumption ratios.

Energy Consumption Ratios
Transmission/Reception
Transmission/Encryption
Encryption/Decryption

Ratio Value
1.5
2333.34
1

In WSNs, event information ﬂows from sensor node to aggregation node, then to the sink. k -anonymization
operations take place at aggregation nodes so the shortening eﬀect helps to consume less energy while transferring
event data from aggregation node to the sink. These operations consume additional energy for encryption
and decryption operations, but the energy spent for encryption and decryption is quite small as compared
to energy spent for transmission and reception. Energy consumption parameters are determined according
to the experimental results presented in [13]. We assume that the data is processed in Sensoria’s WINS NG
RF subsystem with MIPS R400 processor, with an AES encryption algorithm. The transmission/reception,
transmission/encryption and encryption/decryption energy consumption ratios for identical lengths of data are
shown in Table 10. The transmission and reception rate is taken as 10 Kbps and power is 10mW. In all energy
calculations, only event data processes are taken into consideration. Energy consumed for exchanging routing
information or energy that is exhausted during the idle times of sensors are excluded from calculations in order
to accurately calculate the energy consumption of the proposed method. Suppose that WSN generates event
messages which are e bytes long and we assume that transmission energy TT is 1.5 units (the actual unit is not
so important since we eventually calculate energy saving as a ratio), reception energy TR is 1 unit, encryption
and decryption energy, TE and TD , are 4.29e-4 units.
The total consumed energy without k -anonymization is denoted as CN . In this case, all event messages
are sent to the aggregation node, but the aggregation node just relays them to the sink without any performing
k -anonymization operation. At each hop, each event packet is transmitted and received once, so the energy
consumed in one hop is (TT + TR )e, which is actually 2.5e units. The number of hops that each event message
is transmitted is hregion + hsregion . The energy consumption, CN , can now be calculated as follows:
CN = (hregion + hsregion )(TT + TR )e = (hregion + hsregion )2.5e

(19)

Total consumed energy in the case where k -anonymization is used is denoted by CK . The length of
an event message, which is transferred from a sensor node to an aggregation node, is assumed to be e bytes.
However, this length is reduced to (1 − D)e after the aggregation node due to the shortening aﬀect of the
k -anonymization. Here, D is the decrease ratio of the k -anonymization operation. Suppose that β bytes of
the event message are encrypted. The energy consumption, CK , can now be calculated as follows:
CK = hsregion e(TT + TR ) + hregion (1 − D)e(TT + TR ) + β(TE + TD )

(20)

The total energy savings CG is calculated as follows:

CG = 1 −
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CK
2.5hsregion e + 2.5hregion (1 − D)e + 8.58 10−4 β
=1−
CN
(hregion + hsregion )2.5e

(21)

BAHŞİ, LEVİ: k -anonymity based framework for privacy preserving data...,

Complexity analysis of k -ACM
Suppose that k -ACM works on an input consisting of n event records and each record has m attributes. All
of the m attributes are quasi-identiﬁers and each attribute has V distinct attribute values. The initialization
phase mainly calculates the initial distance matrix and the run time for this part is O(n2 .m.V ). Initially,
there are n clusters and at the end of the k2-anonymization phase, the minimum number of clusters is n/k2 .
Therefore, n−n/k2 cluster combination operations occur. Cluster combination consists of ﬁnding the minimum
distance in the distance matrix, and reorganizing the matrix so that the distance values of the new cluster are
added and the distance values of previous clusters are removed. If a binary heap structure is used for ﬁnding
the minimum distance, formation of the initial heap structure with n2 elements is O(n2 ). In a heap, ﬁnding
the minimum operation is O(1). However, removing distances of merged clusters from the heap and adding the
distances of the new cluster to the heap requires 2n deletion and n addition operations, which cost O(n log(n)).
Reorganization of the distance matrix can be done in a time of O(n.m.V ) sequentially to maintaining the heap.
As a result, the cost of each cluster combination operation is O(nlogn+nmV ). Recall that the maximum number
of cluster combination operations is n − n/k2 , thus, the algorithm reaches the end of the k2-anonymization
phase in O(n2 logn + n2 mV ). Output enlargement for partial encryption and formation of k-ACM output takes
O(n) time. In total, k-ACM takes O(n2 logn + n2 .2mV ). In wireless sensor network applications, m and V
generally have lower values so they can be assumed as a constant factor. Thus, the run time can be ﬁne-tuned
to O(n2 logn).
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